ILLOGAN PARISH COUNCIL
Dealing with Requests for Maintenance Policy
From time to time Illogan Parish Council receives requests from members of the public to
improve the area by completing maintenance to green spaces.
The maintenance and ownership of green spaces in the Parish vary and can be:
Privately owned and/or maintained
Considered as part of the highway
Owned and/or maintained by either Cornwall Council or Illogan Parish Council. Illogan
Parish Council does not own many green spaces in the Parish.
Maintained by volunteers or adjacent land/property owners
Not be owned by anyone
The Council has devised the attached flow chart to enable them to effectively, transparently
and fairly deal with any maintenance requests that they receive.
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REQUEST—a request from the

OWNERSHIP—do we know

public is received requesting that
Illogan Parish Council completes
maintenance of an area or that the
maintenance of an area is improved.

who owns, currently maintains or is
responsible for the area.

NO

Establish who owns, currently
maintains or has responsibility for
the area by making enquiries
locally, enquiring with Cornwall
Council or completing a Land
Registry Search

YES
Obtain contact details for the
owner or person/company who
currently maintains or is
responsible for the area.

NO

OR

Investigate the ownership of the area;
whether any maintenance is being
completed and if so who by; is anyone
responsible for the area. This can be
done by making enquiries locally,
enquiring with Cornwall Council or
completing a Land
Registry Search

CONTACT DETAILS—do we
have contact details for the owner
or person/company who currently
maintains or is responsible for the
area?

YES
MAKE CONTACT—write,

Owner, maintainer or responsible
person unable or unwilling to
complete maintenance or to
improve the maintenance being
completed.

Take no further
action. Write to
member(s) of the
public and update
them.

email or telephone the appropriate
person. If phoning back up
conversation afterwards in writing.
Request that the area is
maintained or that the
maintenance being completed is
improved.

No improvement
made
Make further contact OR
follow the other option as if
they are unwilling or unable
to make any improvements

IMPACT—Is the area on
entrance to or exit from the Parish
or another key area within the
Parish? How many people are
affected by the lack of
maintenance being completed?

COST IMPLICATIONS—
obtain at least 3 quotes for the
maintenance of the area. Review
the appropriate budget

COMPLETE WORKS AND
MONITORING—appoint a
Quotes acceptable, and
budget available

Quotes unacceptable,
cost prohibitive or
there is insufficient
budget available
Take no further action. Write to
member(s) of the public and
update them.
Adopted: 03.08.16

Owner, maintainer or responsible
person agreed with the Councils
request to maintain or improve the
maintenance of the area

Minute Number: PM16/08/13.2 and PM16/09/17.2

contractor. Agree whether it is one
off or regular maintenance. Allocate the budget. Contractor to
sign contract etc. Monitor work in
line with Council Policy. Write to
member(s) of the public and
update them.

Improvement made

No further action
required. Write to
member(s) of the
public and update
them.

